
Some companies see innovation as 
being integral to who they are

“We are Air Asia Allstars. At Air Asia our assets 

are our people. We are the Asia Asia brand” (Blog).

The Academy

in Sepang, KL



Low-cost and short haul



The first low-cost airline to experiment 

with long haul lie-flat beds in Premium



………. the service/food 

remains pretty minimal

While the physical product may 

now be premium …



Adopting the Low Cost Model For Hotels

Its innovative as it 
uses a pay-as-you 
go low-cost airline 
concept



Why Innovate? After 
all imitation is rife

So how to move from 
Imitation to innovation?

Apple vs Samsung



What is related to innovation in our thinking?



Anyone heard of  
Denizen Hotels?

Innovations & business plans are 
now being protected



Denizen Launch Party in Berlin, 2009



The first major legal 
battle over the copy and 
theft of new hotel concept 
occurred in April 2009.

Copying the ideas, innovations & business of 
others is now being protected



Former Hilton executives 
stole thousands of design 
and business plan 
documents from 
Starwood’s W brand to 
create the new Denizen 
Hotel brand



This legal battle took 
over a 18 months to 
settle (Dec 23, 2010)

Hilton was banned from 
developing its Denizen 
hotel brand

There is court-appointed 
monitoring of Hilton 
marketing

Plus an undisclosed 
payment – said to be 
many millions to 
Starwood



Protecting your Design
What’s in a Seat? 



Similar 
Designs?



Protecting Innovation
• In 2003 Virgin introduced the “Herringbone” seat layout 
on which is had spend U$75m designing

• Premium Aircraft Interiors (PAI) sold the deign to others 
claiming it owned the patent

• Virgin sued Premium Aircraft Interiors for $79m in 2007 
• Virgin has gone onto sue Delta, Air Canda, JetAirways 
and also Cathay Pacific in 2008

• Delta won in Nov 2010
• Virgin won an appeal in Feb 2011



Who Were These Innovators?   

Here’s a clue…….



Who Were These Innovators?   

Here’s a clue…….



‘Bland’ Industry Standards   

Holiday Inn became the industry standard 
– boasting that its hotels were in fact all 
the same whether you were in London, NY, 
Sydney, Paris or Bangkok. 



What are today hotels chains like?

• Dull exterior designs 

• Typically boring interiors

• A pile of identical rooms

• Devoid of a sense of place

• A commodity

• Offering a sanitised service 
experience 



Well known 
international 
brands……



But can you 
actually identify the 

hotel
chain from their 

product?

1

2

3



How did you 
do?

1. Sheraton

2. Marriott

3. Hyatt



Global Hospitality – Typical Rules
• Check-in is not before 2pm, and check-out is at 11am

• You will need to queue up at our front desk counter in order to 
speak to our staff

• All our rooms all over the world use the same colour scheme and 
design – but please note the view may vary

• There will be a minibar in the room – its expensive. We don’t trust 
you, so on check-out we will ask you about it

• We are in the service industry but we will try and make you pay 
additional ‘service’ charges whenever possible



What will the hotels of the future look like? How well 
prepared are we to design, operate and manage  them?




